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Abstract- Virtual Reality (VR), occasionally appertained to as immersive multimedia, is a computer-
simulated terrain that can pretend physical presence in places in the real world or imagined worlds. 
Virtual reality can recreate sensitive gests , which include virtual taste, sight, smell, sound, touch, etc. 
utmost current virtual reality surroundings are primarily empirical gests , displayed either on a computer 
screen or with special stereoscopic displays, and some regulated simulations include fresh sensitive 
information and emphasize real sound through speakers or headphones targeted towards substantiations. 
Some advanced, haptic systems now include tactile information Virtual protuberance is can turn nearly 
any face into a dynamic videotape display. A protuberance device is a form of input device whereby the 
image of a virtual key is projected onto a face It involves the use of a ray, hindrance, diffraction light 
intensity recording and suitable illumination of the recording In a proposed system we're using virtual 
grounded display images. Light is traced a mortal and where he need also projected through light source. 
Key is pressed and also picture is captured by wireless camera Image is reused in mat lab and perform a 
corresponding task is known as “Virtual Reality based Controlled System.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
IMAGE PROCESSING 
Image processing is any form of signal processing for which the input is an image, similar as a snap or videotape 
frame; the affair of image processing may be either an image or a set of characteristic or parameter related to the 
image. utmost image- processing ways involve treating the image as a two- dimensional signal and applying 
standard signal- processing ways to it. Image processing generally refers to digital image processing, but optic and 
analog image processing also are possible. This composition is about general ways that apply to all of them. The 
accession of images( producing the input image in the first place) is appertained to as imaging. 
Nearly related to image processing are computer plates and computer vision. In computer plates, images are 
manually made from physical models of objects, surroundings, and lighting, rather of being acquired( via imaging 
bias similar as cameras) from natural scenes, as in utmost animated pictures. Computer vision, on the other hand, is 
frequently considered high- position image recycling out of which a machine/ computer/ software intends to decrypt 
the physical contents of an image or a sequence of images (e.g., vids or 3D full- body glamorous resonance reviews). 
In ultramodern lore’s and technologies, images also gain much broader reaches due to the ever-growing significance 
of scientific visualization (of frequently large- scale complex scientific/ experimental data). exemplifications include 
microarray data in inheritable exploration, or real- time multi-asset portfolio trading in finance. 
 INTERACTIVE SYSTEM 
An interactive whiteboard (IWB), is a large interactive display that connect to a computer. A projector projects the 
computer's desktop onto the board's face where druggies control the computer using a pen, cutlet, stylus, or other 
device. The board is generally mounted to a wall or bottom stand. They're used in a variety of settings, including 
classrooms at all situations of education, in commercial board apartments and work groups, in training apartments 
for professional sports coaching, in broadcasting workrooms, and others. 
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1.3 OPERATION 
An interactive whiteboard(IWB) device is connected to a computer via USB or a periodical harbourage string, or 
differently wirelessly via Bluetooth or a2.4 GHz wireless. In the ultimate case WEP and WPA/ PSK security is 
available. A device motorist is generally installed on the attached computer so that the interactive whiteboard can act 
as a mortal Input Device (HID), like a mouse. The computer's videotape affair is connected to a digital projector so 
that images may be projected on the interactive whiteboard face. 
The stoner also calibrates the whiteboard image using a pointer as necessary. After this, the pointer or other device 
may be used to spark programs, buttons and menus from the whiteboard itself, just as one would naturally do with a 
mouse. However, stoners can bring an on- screen keyboard or, if the whiteboard provides for this, If textbook input is 
needed. This makes it gratuitous to go to the computer keyboard to enter textbook. therefore, an IWB emulate both a 
mouse and a keyboard. The stoner can conduct a donation or a class nearly simply from the whiteboard. In addition, 
utmost IWBs are supplied with software that provides tools and features specifically designed to maximize 
commerce openings. These generally include the capability to produce virtual performances of paper flipcharts, pen 
and highlighter options, and conceivably indeed virtual autocrats, protractors, and compasses instruments that would 
be used in traditional classroom tutoring. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
 LisaG. Cowan, KevinA. Li- Pico projectors attached to mobile phones allow druggies to view phone content 
using a large display. still, to give input to projector phones, druggies have to look at the device, diverting their 
attention from the projected image. also, other collocated druggies have no way of interacting with the device. 
participating information displayed on a mobile device's small screen with  collocated people can be delicate. Pico 
projectors make it easier for mobile phone druggies to partake visual information with those around them using a 
projected image, which can be much larger than the device's screen. still, current commodity projector phones only 
support input via the handset’s stoner interface. As a result, druggies must look at the handset to interact with the 
phone's buttons or touch screen, dividing attention between the handset and the projected display. This environment 
switching can distract presenters and observers from ongoing exchanges taking place around the projected display. 
also, observers may find it delicate to interpret what the presenter is doing as he interacts with the handset, and 
they've no way of interacting with the system themselves. 
 Daniel Scharstein, Richard Szeliski- The Recent progress in stereo algorithm performance is snappily outpacing 
the capability of being stereo data sets to distinguish among the best- performing algorithms, motivating the need for 
further grueling scenes with accurate ground verity information. This paper describes a system for acquiring high- 
complexity stereo image dyads with pixel-accurate correspondence information using structured light. Unlike 
traditional range- seeing approaches, our system doesn't bear the estimation of the light sources and yields 
registered difference charts between all dyads of cameras and illumination projectors. We present new stereo data 
sets acquired with our system and demonstrate their felicity for stereo algorithm evaluation. We use structured light 
to uniquely label each pixel in a set of acquired images, so that correspondence becomes(substantially) trivial, and 
thick pixel-accurate correspondences can be automatically produced to act as ground- verity data. Structured- light 
ways calculate on projecting one or further special light patterns onto a scene, generally in order to directly acquire a 
range chart of the scene, generally using a single camera and a single projector. Random light patterns have 
occasionally been used to give artificial texture to stereo-grounded range-seeing systems. Another approach is to 
register range data with stereo image dyads, but the range data is generally of lower resolution than the images, and 
the fields of view may not correspond exactly, leading to an area of the image for which no range data is available. 
 Chris Harrison, Desney Tan, and Dan Morris- Skin put, a technology that appropriates the mortal body for aural 
transmission, allowing the skin to be used as an input face. In particular, we resolve the position of cutlet gates on 
the arm and hand by assaying the mechanical climate that propagates through the body. We collect these signals 
using a new array of detectors worn as an armband. Appropriating the mortal body as an input device is appealing 
not only because we've roughly two square measures of the external face area, but also because much of it's fluently 
accessible by our hands (e.g., arms, upper legs, torso). likewise, proprioception – our sense of how our body is 
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configured in three-dimensional space – allows us to directly interact with our bodies in an eyes-free manner. For 
illustration, we can readily flutter each of our fritters, touch the tip of our noses, and crack our hands together 
without visual backing. Much external input bias can claim this accurate, eyes-free input characteristic and give such 
a large commerce area. This approach provides an always available, naturally movable , and on- body cutlet input 
system. We assess the capabilities, delicacy and limitations of our fashion through a two- part, twenty- party stoner 
study. To further illustrate the mileage of our approach, we conclude with several evidence- of- conception 
operations we developed. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
In the being system we're using multiple cameras to gain the relative position between the fingertip and the projected 
face. A pico- projector can be used to significantly increase the limited screen size of the mobile bias. With the 
development of the protuberance technology, we believe that bedded projectors in the mobile phones will be 
veritably common, and people will enjoy a way of displaying digital contents on everyday shells. Meanwhile, the 
relations(e.g., touch, gesture) on the projected display are allowed to be appealing. To achieve the touch commerce, 
the biggest challenge falsehoods in how to determine whether the fritters touch the projected face or not. 
 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
One projector and one camera make up a 3- D dimension system. In this field, structured light, which achieves 3- D 
reconstruction by assaying a feedback image of a certain pattern projected on the object, is one of the most 
promising ways but the computational complexity of 3- D reconstruction is high, which will greatly impact the real- 
time capability of the system. thus, we propose a new approach that takes advantage of the buttons ’ deformations 
caused by the fritters to descry the touch operation on the screen. For illustration, if a button is clicked by the cutlet, 
also the shape of the button will change in the camera’s image airplane ( CIP). likewise, we explore the model of the 
buttons ’ distortion caused by the cutlet,which shows that there's a positive relation between the button’s 
deformation and the cutlet’s height to the projected face. also the touch information of the cutlet can be uprooted from 
the button’s deformation. rather of tracking the hand’s 2- D position, which is also honored as a grueling work in 
computer vision, we concentrate on detecting the distortion of the buttons to determine the touch action on the 
projected surface. 
a. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
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b. WORKING PRINCIPLE 
Virtual touch screen There are different ways available to descry a touch of a hand or a cutlet on the screen. We used 
virtual touch buttons to indicate ON/ OFF countries because touch buttons are familiar and abecedarian contraptions 
for touch interfaces. The virtual touch screen may be an airplane wall or any other flat face. This screen gives a 
sense of touching the device control unit for controlling the bias. When the screen has touched the bias is controlled 
and grounded upon the touch( either ON or OFF). Virtual Reality seeing system The virtual reality seeing system 
helps in seeing the touch made on the face. The touch made is linked using the camera that's fixed with the virtual 
reality seeing the device. The touch is linked using the background deduction methodology, through which the 
shadow of the hand alone is taken for controlling the bias. Software is used to check, the area of our touch, it has a 
display unit, which helps in relating whether the touch made is applicable or not. There are colorful stages in the 
touch discovery process 
 

V. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
Hardware description Arduino uno r3 microcontroller 

Fig 5.1 Arduino Board 
 
The Arduino Uno R3 is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328 IC. It has been 14 digital input/output pins 
(of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power 
jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It contain everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect 
it to a computer with a USB cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
IPS, an interactive projective system, was proposed that was simply composed of a projector and a mono- camera. 
Touch commerce on a flat face was supported by the system. To achieve this thing, we explored the cutlet’s 
influence on the button’s deformation and erected a model to describe the button’s deformation. We set up that there 
was a significant positive correlation between the button’s deformation and the height of a bare cutlet. also a novel, 
presto, and robust approach was proposed to descry the touch action on the face. It was performed in three stages 1) 
mapping by homography and rooting region of interest, 2) deformation discovery, and 3) touch judgment. 
Meanwhile, the button’s deformation discovery, which was analogous to canny edge discovery, was robust to the 
murk and cutlet’s edge, by comparing the detected edge direction with the button edge’s direction. also, the touch 
discovery algorithm was reused on the ROI, so the calculation complexity was low, which assured the real time 
property of the touch discovery. 
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